An implementation of fuzzy variables using pi-shaped membership functions is shown in a hybrid symbolic, connectionist expert system tool that uses fuzzy logic to implement reasoning with uncertainty and imprecision, and can learn tiom imprecise data. A method to dynamically modify the arms @PI@, or fuzzy part of the membership functions, during learning is shown. Examples illustrating the DPM algorithm are presented. The results indicate the presented system is capable of learning membership functions for applications such as control or classification. The general methods should be applicable to other fuzzy learning paradigms.
. Introduction
The SC-net learning system [1, 2, 5 ] is based on a fuzzy hybrid symbolic, connectionist architecture, which allows for knowledgk extraction in the form of rules.
The system allows knowledge to be directly encoded in form of rules, or makes use of its learning capabilities (a combination of the two is also possible). It allows for a limited form of variable representation (both scalar and fuzzy variables are supported), as well as relational and fuzzy comparators [3,5].
Using fuzzy logic, [6] the system can deal with uncertainty or imprecision in the user responses, and in the example data for learning itself. Fuzzy quantifiers and quantifying operators as a means to allow for more natural language like constructs are discussed in [41.
The network structure consists of simple cells modelling the fuzzy t-norm and co-norm operators min and max. We can think of every cell in a network accommodating n inputs ' n with associated weights wn. Every cell contains a bias value, which indicates what type of fuzzy function a cell models, and its absolute value represents an upper threshold on the activation a cell can take on. Further note, that the last two formulas (for calculating the cell activation of the final output and the negate cell) are a special case of the third formula (for calculating the activation of an ltc cell). This leaves the following three basic operations: min, max, and sum.
Fuzzy variables will be discussed in detail in the following section, in conjunction with an algorithm that dynamically updates the plateau values for the membership functions encoded within the fuzzy variables. Additionally, features allowing for consultation and explanation facilities have been included in SC-net [3].
Learning is made possible through the use of the recruitment of cells learning algorithm (henceforth denoted as RCA). Only one pass is required through the knowledge base, thereby letting the RCA learning component show strong resemblance to exemplar or instance-based learning systems [7] .
By checking an error tolerance between expected and actual output activation, two possible conditions hold. If the example is within the tolerance, nothing is done. Otherwise. a decision is made based upon the magnitude of error. For small error the bias of the appropriate information collector cell (always a min cell for learned knowledge) is modified to reduce the error to within the specified tolerance. The information collector cells lie in the layer above the positive and negative collector cells which are used to fire a given output cell. Larger error triggers the recruitment of cells, which is discussed after the output srructure is introduced. Figure 1 contains an example network structure after learning the 1,l pattern of the exclusive or function. The positive and negative collector cells collect information for (positive cell) and against the presence of a conclusion (negative cell). These collector cells are connected to every final and intermediate output cell. The output of cells in the information collector layer are the input (possibly negated) to the positive and negative collector cells. The layers are not, in general, fully connected. In Figure 1 , the min cell with 2 inputs is an example of an information collector cell. The activation for a given output cell is:
Note, the use of the cell labeled UK (unknown cell). It always propagates a fixed activation of 0.5 and, therefore, acts on the positive and the negative collector cells as a threshold. The positive collector cell will only propagate an activation >=OS, whereas the negative collector cell only allows propagation of activations <=0.5.
Whenever, there is a contradiction in the derivation of a conclusion, this fact will be denoted in a final cell activation close to 0.5. For example, if CApositive-cell=0.9 and CAnegative-cell=O. 1, then CAoutput=0.5 (It is unknown). If either CApositive-cell or CAnegative-cell is equal to 0.5, then CAoutput will be equal to the activation of the other collector cell (indicating that no contradiction has occurred).
. Representing Fuzzy Variables
The SC-net system distinguishes between two different types of variables. The first category consists of fuzzy variables, whereas the second type is scalar and will not be discussed here (see [3,5] instead). They allow the user to divide a numerical range of a variable into its fuzzy equivalent. Consider for example the age of a person.
Let us refer to the variable as age. Age can now take on values in the closed interval [0..1001 (this is accomplished by defining age as a variable in the declaration part of a SC-net program). Let If age is assigned the value 15 then we would like the associated attributes teenager and young to be completely true and the amibute child somewhat true, too. This is justified by the fact that the age of 15 is still reasonably close to the child interval, causing it to be activated with some belief. An illustration of how the values for a variable in the network are constructed is done with the teenager variable. The network presented in Figure 2 models both teenager and above-5jears. The structure is always the same, only the weights will change, but are calculated by the formulas indicated in the figure. Note, that the range in years is encoded within the fuzzy range, where 0.13 would correspond to 13 years.
. Learning Fuzzy Pi-shaped Membership Functions
We will again assume, that the user has specified the partitions of some numerical interval, and that we have been given some initial setting for the plateau values, which must only be too broad.
To simplify the algorithm, we assume by default that the lower and upper plateau values coincide with the total-lower and total-upper values (the endpoints of the domain), when they are not specified. In other words, we allow the responses to be as general as possible, since a value close to either the total-lower or total-upper bound will still result in a membership value greater than 0.
We can think of the dynamic plateau modification algorithm as attempting to adjust the arms (for a given pifunction) by placing constraints on the degree of generalization provided by each of the arms. Figure 4 shows a graph of typical membership functions. If the degree of membership calculated by either arm is too high (given any training example), it is lowered by appropriately moving either the lowerglateau value closer to the lower-bound, or the upperglateau value closer to the upper-bound. In either event the capability to generalize is reduced, that is the output response is more specific.
To determine the degree of adjustment we will look at the actual output response of a cell, and compare it to the expected response. Since the recruitment of cells learning algorithm guarantees that output cells which should be activated will be activated (given the right sets of input activations), the problem reduces itself to simply inhibiting those cells that are activated, but should not be.
The idea is similar to the one used in the GAC algorithm for preventing explosive growth in the network [21.
By setting (user specified) an upper threshold for the cells firing threshold, all the algorithm must do, is identify those cells having activations above the upper threshold (when they should be below), and appropriately modify their activation response. We have seen earlier that the cell activation response for a fuzzy variable models a pi-shaped function. If the information collector cell for a concept returns an activation larger than the threshold (and it should be lower) we simply punish the respective cell, by dynamically adapting the arms of the membership function it models.
The amount of punishment is determined by the respective difference of actual activation and upper threshold. Since information collector cells are min-cells (return minimum of incoming activations as output response) punishing individual inputs reduces to punishing the input with the smallest activation.
The reason behind this is the difference of the current activation from the desired response (upper threshold) is minimal, therefore requiring only a slight modification of one of the arms of the pi-shaped function to accommodate the change in response. In other words, a slight change of the activation behavior of only one of the inputs to the information collector cell can yield the desired output response. How the above described modification in activation behavior is accomplished will be shown next.
To simplify the demonstration, we will again use the earlier example of the age variable. Let us assume we are given the following definition of age [teenager] .
teenager: 13-19 (5,25)
The definition indicates, a person is definitely considered a teenager (according to definition) when his age falls within the range of [13, 19] , otherwise we are sure he is not a teenager, whenever his age is less than or equal to 5, or greater than or equal to 25.
will be 0.5. Now assume we assign a value of 22 years to the input cell age (apply 0.22 to Figure 2) . The output response Let us further assume, we were given 0.4 as an upper threshold indicating when to consider a cell positively activated. Since 0.5 is greater than 0.4 this would mean the cell is in a firing state. This supports the fact, we have to lower the activation of the min-cell such that it is prevented from firing.
We further know that the arms of the pi-shaped function can be described through use of linear functions. Therefore, given any two points, one can re-configure the position of the arms. Using the earlier example we obtain the following relationships between two points:
The above simply states that the age of 19 is mapped into a membership value of 1.0 (absolutely sure) for
We are interested in mapping the current input activation (0.22) into a membership value equal to the agerteenagerl, and an yet unspecified quantity xl has to map to the user specified upper threshold. --be the lower-bound value,UT--be the upper-threshold value.1~ --be the input activation, UP' --be the new upper-plateau value, LP --be the new lower-plateau value.
We know, a solution can be obtained for the above equation (determine A and B), if two points (x,y) are given. These two points can be obtained from the earlier two relationships. This results in. The formulas were given in the previous section. If we were to extract the learned information (describing the To modify the lowerqlateau value the above formula can still be used, except the upper-bound value has to be shaped membership function for age [teenager] . membership function), we would obtain the following definition for age [teenager] : exchanged for the lower-bound value. This leads to, teenager: 13-19 (5,24).
We mentioned earlier that during learning we determine all those information collector cells with activations greater than the upper-threshold, but which should not be activated.
For those cells we then pick the input that is smallest (closest to the upper-threshold). This input will again be a min-cell (it is actually the output cell of Figure 2 ). Since this cell has two inputs, one again needs to determine the smallest of its inputs. If the first input is the smallest the lower-plateau value has to be modified (this results in adjusting the left arm of the membership function), if the second is the smallest the upper-plateau value needs to be changed (this modifies the right arm). Under any condition, either the lower-plateau value, or the upper-plateau value is modified, not both. In the event that both inputs to the min-cell are equal one is arbitrarily selected. It is sufficient to modify just one of the values since we are dealing with a min cell. We will illustrate the DPM algorithm on a small example. Let the following problem specification be given: The above defines two inputs X and Y which have continuous values in the range [0, 1] . For each of the two inputs three partitions are defined, dubbed pl, p2, and p3. Furthermore, two outputs C1 and C2 are defined. The weights for the membership functions for inputs X and Y can be calculated from the eariler formula with the initial (unfair) assumption that they span the entire allowable range. . The learned network is not shown due to space, but has 2 output cells. We will choose as an upper threshold 0.6 (cells with activations above this value are considered to be activated).
The first example results in output activations of C1 = 1.0 and C2 = 0.5, which are correct in that class C1 is chosen, so no change is necessary.
Present the second example: The fourth example leads to no changes with output activations: C1= 1.0 and C2 = 0.6. Representing and learning fuzzy rules are a main feature of the hybrid symbolic, connectionist expert system SC-net. The ability to represent fuzzy variables through use of pi-shaped membership functions, is both fast and convenient in terms of computation and network structure.
An algorithm to dynamically modify the arms of the membership functions (DPM) was presented. This capability can help in developing viable membership functions by tying them to observed examples. Overall, the presented system provides a hybrid method that can be used in the knowledge engineering process in domains with imprecision. The dynamic plateau modification feature allows membership functions to be developed that fit the example data in an automated fashion.
